The limited amount of issues dealth with in this paper aims to create an interest for possible studies to be conducted in the future; for this reason, only a few remarks on the history of Bosnia will be discussed. Therefore, instead of discussing a selected range of assessments within the limits of this article, I have decided not to use an excessive number of references, nor to put across a great number of contradictory hypotheses or views. I prefer instead to introduce only a few assessments in order to encourage further scholarly curiosity. As I will also refrain from reaching concrete conclusions regarding such delicate issues, I should note here that I have used the words "probable, perhaps, possible" even more than necessary within the study, in order to emphasize my preference for the brain-storming aspect, and hopefully thus to generate further discussion of the issues involved.
Generally speaking, Bosnia and southern Herzegovina were conquered during the time of Sultan Mehmet II (the Conqueror), starting from 1463, in a time span of almost 20 years. During the Turkish rule, the Bosnian territories had been, at first, bound to the Province of Rumelia. In the last quarter of the 16 th century, however, Bosnia was made a 'province (eyalet)', its boundaries consisting of such a broad territorial area that its borders would reach almost equivalent to those of the 20 th century former Yugoslavia, roughly covering modern Bosnia and some surrounding parts of Croatia, Dalmatia, Slovenia and Serbia.
Pax-Ottomana and the Millet System supported tolerance and thus contributed to the development of these regions' multi-functional works and multi-cultural values as well as to that of the legal and administrative links between the Ottoman State and the religious communities. In other words, Turkish rule in Bosnia during Ottoman times was not intended to 'create' a state, nor was it a project of 'social engineering', 'ethnic alienation' or a 'religious conversion'. Such a deliberate approach would probably not have distinguished the Turks from those policies of the neighboring Slavic/Cermen/Latin states of Europe, whether small or large, which had exerted pressure on Bosnia until that time. 1 During the Austro-Hungarian administrative rule (1878-1918) which followed the Turkish Era, however, Bosnia was increasingly engaged in a struggle to survive as a political entity under its existing name. Various organizations/parties were formed to protect the country's interests. 2 In the first 30 years of the Austro-Hungarian Era (1878-1908), whilst Bosnia remained an Ottoman territory it also came under Austrian administration. As the newly adopted administration progressed, Bosnian-Muslim predominance in the state mechanism began to be reduced.
After Austro-Hungary was defeated in World War I and as the last two multi-national empires of Europe (the Austria-Hungarian and the Ottoman) began to disintegrate, the newly established Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes-SHS, which was established in 1918 and renamed Yugoslavia in 1929, filled in the void in the Bosnian region. However, as can be gathered from its name, the new formation (SHS) covered the name of 'Bosnia' with ashes. The Serbs, Slovenes and Croats acted as the founding nations of the state, whereas the Bosnian Muslims -who had actually been the ruling class of Bosnia until 1878-entered a complex period which was to last until 1992-1995. Their appeal to federal or confederal alternatives had initial short-term success, but resulted in long-term disturbances and a complex state set-up. 3 It is also important to note here that after World War I, with the end of Austrian annexation, two factions -one Serb, one Croat-were now competing with each other over territory, above all over Bosnia and Herzegovina. At the end of the day, the 1908 Austrian annexation gave impetus to a vague future for Bosnia, but had little impact on everyday life in Bosnia and Herzegovina itself, as Glenny indicates. 4 2 But according to Malcolm, the main effect of the 1908 Austria-Hungarian annexation, on Bosnia's internal life was "actually beneficial"; since the authorities of Vienna and Budapest felt that they now held Bosnia more securely, and became more willing to allow political life within it. Various organizations were set up by local communities; e.g. the Muslim National Organization (1906), the Serbian National Organization (1907), the Croatian National Society (1908), and also associations such as Gajret (1903) From 1945 to 1991 there was still a predominance primarily in the judiciary, teaching and the police/armed forces; but also in the Communist party, of people with Serbian nationality whose aim seemed to create a Greater Serbia, perhaps as described years ago in the "Naçertanije" of 1844, by Serbian Ilija Garaşanin. 9 In other words, Greater Serbia did not wish to settle for the Although its territorial grounds are not as large as those of the Bosnia Province during the Ottoman Era, today's BIH has succeeded in its determination to again exist under the name Bosnia within the world arena. Between 1992 and 1995, Bosnia and Herzegovina not only fought for independence against a long-term policy which constituted an act of aggression, 12 but also for a unified Bosnian identity (both in the sense of labeling and that of context). In the words of Alija İzetbegovic, a member of the Presidency of BIH serving until 2000, during his address to the Party of Democratic Action (SDA) at their inaugural meeting held in Sarajevo on 26th From the perspective of the history of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the place of the Turks and the values shared with the Bosnian and Herzegovinian population in Turkish history have been substantially significant for many centuries. This mutual interaction occurred during the Ottoman Era between the 15 th and 19 th centuries. Proof of such a relationship during the era in question can be easily found in many forms of literature ranging from archives to libraries, from folkstories to novels, poems, memoirs, expressions/idioms and folk-songs. However, as there has yet to be further detailed study regarding the possible connection (distant or otherwise) of Bosnian and Turkish factors in preOttoman times, and considering the general historical data and some cultural aspects, one can state that the existence of such a relationship seems worth investigating.
The Ottoman policy on conquest speeded up the development of living conditions for the population, along with its inclusion within the administrative mechanism of the state, socio-cultural organization and guild economic system. In this regard, just to list words that entered the Bosnian language from Turkish/Ottoman Turkish is an effective, if crude, method of demonstrating the great variety of the mutual interaction 14 between the Bosnians and the Turks. One can easily establish that the vocabulary that entered Bosnian concerned a wide spectrum of daily and work life -as well as military and state administration. Supporting examples are: emanet (a trust, for safekeeping), beg (beg, bei), bunar (fountain, spring), hajde bujrum (please join in, welcome), çarşija (trade centre), çarapa (sock), cesma/sebil (fountain/fountain house), çuprija (most), gurabije (cake), kapija (door), kaşika (spoon), megdan (public square), spahi (cavalryman, fief holder) etc. of Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk). During this National War, which was centred in Anatolia, the Grand National Assembly (GNA) of the Nationalist Turks (Kemalists) was opened on April 23, 1920 . During the first two weeks, the President of the GNA, M.Kemal, outlined for the information of fraternal countries such as Bosnia the severe conditions and injustice prevalent in Turkey due to foreign invasion and to Turkey's determination for full independence and national unity. 16 In the period after the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923, on the occasion of the Second Balkan Conference, summoned in Ankara in October 1931, Mustafa Kemal again personally addressed the representatives of the Balkan countries, such as Yugoslavia, Albania, Romania, Greece and Bulgaria, due to their having difficulties both externally and internally. He drew attention to the vitality of the concept of brotherhood among the Balkan countries and the importance of remembering their common values and heritage in order to constitute a united Balkan front which respected each other's political independence and cooperated in economic, cultural and social matters in the interests of peace, prosperity and humanity. 17 Relations between Turkey and Yugoslavia further improved as a result of, for example, the visits of King Alexander in 1933, PM Mika Şpiljak in 1968, President Tito in 1976, the signing of a number of mutual assistance and friendship treaties between the two countries starting in 1925, and also the holding of negotiations during the 1930s Balkan Conferences between Turkey, Yugoslavia, Greece and Romania.
In other words, Bosnian history intersects with Turkish history in one way or another. That is, the connection of Bosnia with Turkish history is not only based on the present BIH, but, in all probability, has a deeper relationshipspossibly extending way back to a time of historical and cultural interactions. It is possible in Bosnia's case to take into consideration 'external factors' to the movement, change and migration of many tribes (including Turco-HunnicTartar tribes from Central Asia into Europe) -for instance that which occurred from the north of the Black Sea -from the Balkans towards Europe that has continued for many centuries, e.g. under the influence of the Migration of Nations that occurred as two major movements during the 4 th and 5 th centuries AD; or the Eurasian Avar migration which partly influenced the southward migrations (and settlement) of the Serbs, Croats and Slavs to the Balkans and Central Europe in the 6 th -7 th centuries.
I also consider that more in-depth research of this kind will be justified as questions are resolved relative to how the Ogurs in Bulgaria and the Pecheneks spread into the Balkans (along with the effects of this movement in many aspects, and the spread and influence of Bogomilism in Europe). Perhaps, in order to strengthen my view, the works of Şemsudin Sarajliç (1887-1960), a man of letters, can be taken as an inspiring possibility or example. His private collection contains a great deal of information and documents on a variety of subjects such as Turkish tribes, grand viziers, governors and the Janissary corps. In particular, the account 'the Mystique of Bogomil and the Turkish Tribes', which comes under the headings 'the Khazars-Ishmaelis-Tatars, Cumans, the Bogomils, the Turks-Seljuks-Ottomans, the Muslims-Arabs, the Pecheneks, the Scythian (Saka)-Vardar Turks-Pomaks-Bulgarians' in the work entitled 'The Enigma of Bogomil and the Balkans Before the Ottomans', seems quite remarkable. 18 When reflecting on the interpretation of Islam in Bosnia and the influence of the Turks regarding this issue, one arrives at the conclusion that there is a need for further research on matters not only involving Islam but also the historical significance of the Bogomils of Bulgaria 19 and Bosnia and the possible joint contribution at this juncture of the Ogur 20 , Cuman and Pechenek factors and the Bogomilism-related Bosnians. Yet again, a similarity possibly extending to gnostic practice and related beliefs would need to be examined. As a possible example in this sense, in justification of the Bogomil sect there was a socioreligious reaction against the triumvirate (the ruling/rich/religious)-the prevailing centres of authority within the circles of the state (Eastern Roman) and the clergy.
scholars, who believed in Sufism; thus perceptional similarities in terms of dualism and mysticsm had possibly an effect on the Bosnian Bogomils' conversion to Islam-as generally assumed. Moreover, in many aspects of social life and departments of state, Islam was utilized to promote the development of Bosnians in the state and army duties. 22 During the period when Bosnia was under Ottoman administration -from the mid-15 th century until 1878-many Bosniaks 23 occupied the highest positions of command and government. 24 Perhaps the last phases of Bosnian Bogomilism in the post-conquest era should be assessed not only from a socio-religious point of view but also from the aspect of the very important mobilizing role of small town 'urbanization' in the European experience. The Bogomil sect's criticism of the order encircled by the Roman Church and against certain dogmatic Christian rituals should be considered together with Bogomilism's influence against 'anti-feudalism' (not only from a religious point of view). In my opinion, this anti-feudalistic influence should also be analysed in terms of the positive role of 'urbanization' in enforcing the transfer of socio-economic mobility from "feodalism's ruraloriented areas" to "socio-economically-active small urban areas" and the development of Balkanic life (especially, trade/craft and guild organizations) around the regional towns with population growth. In addition, this influence should be valued as a cultural dynamism and intellectual stimulation which flourished in the newly established cities, including the towns 25 of Bosnia which had increased in number after the Turkish conquest.
Thus, the Bosnian development could possibly be referred to as one of the early examples in the modern history of the Balkan region of an alienation from European feudalistic and scholastic practises, for a variety of reasons or parameters.
